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Rain Risk 2: Strategy Guide to Gameplay Tips Latest Update : 2019/7/2 05:23 Welcome to Rain Risk 2 Strategy Guides and Tips! Here you'll find the latest game news and updates, game tips, character classes, item lists, problems, hidden secrets and more! Latest TopicDetailsScorched Acres Update Schedule: June
25, 2019 Update Scorched Acres brings with 10,000 new Survivor, Boss, Stage and more! Notes on early patch access: On April 3, 2019, developers implemented an early access patch note to fix and balance some of the problems in the game. Early access on Steam: March 28, 2019 Rain Risk 2 is now in early access
for the STEAM platform. Players can purchase and play the game by getting a sneak peek into how the risk of Rain 2 develops as it progresses. Commando Huntress MUL-T Engineer Mercenary Artificer Rex - Check out all Survivor Character List! Check out all the Boss List and Guide! The risk of rain 2 is a rethink of
The Hopoo Games' 2013 indie hit roguelike platformer Rain Risk. This time, the developer has turned the game into an action-packed, third-person shooter that still has the same rogue elements. Play in different classes of characters Rain Risk 2 will give players the ability to unlock and play from different classes of
characters, including but not limited to- Commando, Artificer, Engineer, Hunter, MUL-T, and Mercenary. Each of these character classes has its strengths and weaknesses, encouraging players to understand their own way of playing them. Play alone or in the Co-Op multiplayer mode Players Risk Rain 2 has one and co-
op multiplayer mode. In multiplayer, you can group with 3 other people, making a 4-man team to beat the odds against the ever-changing planet you need to survive in.00 in Enemy Battle, Loot Elements, Fight Against clocks The goal of Rain Risk 2 is to go enterprise as far as you can while arming yourself and fending
off increasingly powerful hordes of enemies. In an environment that is constantly changing every time, you need to defeat enemies and bosses and loot items to keep you and your gang away from your ultimate demise as much as possible. Check out the best level items to unlock here! Mega-Guide! (Updated 8/11) On
Good Boye This collection of all the items currently in risk of rain (CURRENT WITH: Update 1.0) and what they do as well as how to get each one. There are spoilers inside, so open at your own risk! Designed to be used as a reference when you are in the middle of a game, if you need more information about the exact
stats of the item or having trouble remembering what the item is doing before you pick it up. The risk of rain 2 rogues as The co-operative game returns to the stage with an extra explosion! Developed by Hopoo Games and published by Gearbox Publishing this sophisticated sequel presents a new environment, hordes of
hordes monsters, and lots of unforgettable activities to take part in! Fight, discover prey, and make your escape! Features Buy Rain Risk 2 Key and experience the thrill and chills of this rogue as the name! The original version of the game presents over 75 unique items, 6 game classes and 6 breathtaking bosses for your
passing! Keep in mind that the game is still in early access, and many other characters, bosses, items and environments should be added soon! Bosses here are completely unlike anything you've seen before. With the risk of rain 2 key, you will encounter many cute enemies, you will have to learn their models and polish
their own skills at the same time. The unparalleled in-game scaling system also ensures that both your team and your enemies have limitless power scaling, however, over time, you'll surpass even the fiercest bosses by a wide margin! New and familiar all-familiar running levels are coming back with the risk of rain 2 key,
along comes some of your favorite returning characters! Once again control the engineer, the Hunter, and Commando! The nature and item combos are limitless, new knowledge will be revealed by the chinese, and the 4-player co-op play and global leaders only make a competitive element that is much more serious.
EnglishFrenchGermanItalianJapaneseKoreanRussianSimplified ChineseSpanishTurkish Risk of Rain 2 is a continuation of the rogue Hopoo Games, and it has amassed quite a following after the release of the Steam Early Access program in April 2019. Featuring brutal difficulties, challenges, randomized prey, and
many deaths, Rain Risk 2 promises to provide you with a lot of fun and frustrating moments. This center of guides and functions will help you with the mechanics of the game, unlocking characters, artifacts, selection of items, tips and more. Skills 2.0 Update - Rain Risk 2 major updates that gave the characters the
selected loads. Hidden Realms Update - Another major update that has added different places for you to explore. Artifact Update - You can find artifacts that will add modifiers before you start your launches. Official Review - With the risk of rain 2 leaving Steam's Early Access program, it's worth knowing if this is the
game you want to pick up. Recovering lost profiles or saves - It's actually possible to lose all progress and unlocked characters due to an accident with your profile. Here's how you can recover it. Character Unlocks - Here's how to unlock the first few characters that were available initially. You have MUL-T, Artificer,
Huntress, Engineer, and Mercenary. Unlock REX - This semi-robot and semi-factory hybrid can be unlocked once you reach Abissal depth, but only if you complete Call. Unlocking the loader - This hard, mechanized device can struggle on hard to reach the platforms, but you have to finish the finish Offline challenge first.
Unlocking Acrid - This reptile monster debuffs enemies with poisonous toxins, but to be left alone the task has to be done first. How to defeat Aurelionite - Enter the gilded shore and defeat this secret boss. The best items, Moon Item picks, and the bazaar between time - With a plethora of items to choose from, you'll
want to know which ones will benefit you all throughout your adventure. Character skills and loads guide - Each character in Risk Rain 2 has unique abilities. Additional skills can also be unlocked once you meet certain requirements. Artifact codes and modifiers guide - Here's how to find secret areas with artifacts and
their effects/modifiers. Reaching the Moon and fighting the final boss - With the official launch of the game, players can now head to the moon to cope with the final boss. Unlocking the captain - The captain is the newest survivor and he has some amazing abilities. The risk of rain 2 is available on Steam as part of its
early access program. You can buy it now for $19.99. You can see the roadmap game above and it is expected to officially start sometime in the spring of 2020. Unlocking a crew of ten playable survivors, each with its own unique fighting style and alternative skills to master. Learn the secrets of artifacts to switch
gameplay modifiers such as friendly fire, occasional survivor caviar, selection of items and more. With randomized stages, enemies and elements, no run will ever be the same. Home - Guide - Rain Risk 2 - Create a winning build, one item at a time, the risk of rain 2 points list was where we all kinda realized Hopo game
is not going to disappoint, given the stellar array of items that were added to the first rain risk. Just take a look at this image above. All these different colors, shapes and functions each awaken a different strain of painful curiosity in the player. What about that creepy white mask, hu well? Or that rusty old key - what does
it unlock, exactly? Answers to these and more can be found just below in our lovely and concise Rain Risk 2 items and equipment guide. We'll walk you through not only every item and type of equipment, but also how you can come up about these items and what to look for when building the next build in Risk Of Rain 2.
This item and equipment guide is just one part of our big Rain Risk Series 2 guides, all of which you can recognize heading to our main rain risk 2 guide page. You'll find everything from beginner friendly explanations to helpful tips and links to other areas of our guides, from rain risk 2 rain risk problems to 2 enemies, and
more. Rain risk Items and Equipment Guide Below we'll walk you through how different classes of item and equipment are at risk of rain 2 work, and how to get them to get We'll also go through some handy pointers on how to prioritize items for overall build during launch, before explaining each item and equipment in
the game, and what they can do to help (or in some cases hinder) your survival. If you're looking for tips on how to unlock each of these items, then look no further than our ultimate Rain Risk 2 challenge guide for more information. Otherwise, everything you need to know is right here on this page and you can use any of
the links below to skip ahead in the section of your choice. Types of items and rarities explained The risk of rain 2 list of items and equipment can not quite reach the length of its predecessor (yet!), not to mention the scale of some other roguelite games (Link Isaac comes to mind); but every item here was created with
great care and thought. The vast majority of these items can be collected more than once to increase the strength of their effects. This is called stacking an item, and its presence in Rain Risk 2 allows you to build a wide (lots of different items) or high (a lot of the same few items) with every run you make. Currently, there
are six different types of item in the game, including equipment, and we'll go over them briefly now, so you know what to expect from everyone: Common (grey) - the most commonly found items in the risk of rain 2, can be removed from chests, terminals and shrines chance. Unusual (green) - Less common items can be
thrown from chests, terminals, shrines chance, and defeated by bosses. Legendary (red) - the rarest of items that you can still find from chests, terminals and shrines chance. Larger, more expensive chests have a higher chance of falling legendary items, and legendary chests guarantee a legendary fall. Boss (gold) are
powerful items that occasionally fall out of a certain type of Boss. Lunar (blue) - powerful elements, usually with both positive and negative effects. Can only be purchased by spending lunar coins on lunar pods or at the bazaar between times (for more information on the latter, check our rain risk of 2 stages/levels guide).
Equipment (orange) - activated items that occupy your hardware slot (or slots if you MUL-T - details in our Rain Risk 2 character guide). The best risk of rain is the two elements - how to create a winning element to build I know, I know. Winning is a rather vague term to use in the context of Rain Risk 2. What I really want
to show you are a few common pointers on how to create an element build that will help you through at least a couple of loops through each set of stages you're not sure what I'm talking about, learn about stages and loops over at our rain risk 2 stages/levels guide). Each of the different symbols Rain Risk 2 prioritizes
certain elements above other characters, but there are some absolute truths when it comes to item item For example: the key to the long term is the insane potential of damage. As your run continues, your enemies will continue to scale up until they are one-shot you no matter how much health, no matter how many
survival-oriented items you have. The only defense is a staggeringly good attack in the form of damage potential. The damage potential can be increased by four types of items: Attack Speed (Soldier's Syringe, Predatory Instincts, Halfron Berzerker, Warbanner) Critical Hit (Lens-Maker Points, Kos Harvester, Predatory
Instincts, Ocular HUD) Na-Hit Elements (Tri-Tip Dagger, Petrol, Sticky Bomb, AtG Rocket Mk. 1, Will-o'wisp, Ukulele, Group Runalda, Group Chiaro, Brilliant Hippopotamus, Brilliant, Armored Rounds, Glass Shapes) , Crowbar is much better for low-speed shooting, high-impact attacks like MUL-T's Rebar Puncher than
commando Double Tap), but overall you should be focused on building high with these elements, stacking together as many soldier syringes Other excellent choices for characters who make more use of their non-primary skills (Huntress, mercenary, artificer) are Bandolier, backup magazine, and Hardlighter. If you find a
3D printer later in the game with one of these vital damage-based items, then you should seriously consider sacrificing some of the existing, less effective items for a greater cause of increased damage. But it is important to keep in mind that only one of these elements stacked ridiculously high often will not cut it. In total,
10 syringes of a soldier will not get you as much as with 2 soldier syringes, 2 armor-piercing rounds, a ukulele, a group of Chiaro, and so on. But beyond all of this, you need to go through an early game in order to put together a full item to build, and that means choosing some items just for survivability - especially if
you're a very squishy character such as Huntress or Artificer. Some excellent choices for survivability are Leeching Seeds, Tough Times, Paul's Goat Hoof, Medkit, Old War Stealthkit, and Foreign Fruit. Full rain risk 2 items list below you will find a complete, detailed list of each item currently in danger of rain 2. Use the
search bar at the top of the table to filter the list to certain types of items by typing phrases such as Lunar, or Critical, or Legendary - you get the idea. Icon Name Type Effect Soldier's Syringe Common increases the attack rate by 15% (15% per stack) Tougher times Common 15% (15% per stack) chance of blocking
incoming damage. It doesn't depend on luck. Monster Tooth Common Enemy Killing Spawning Healing the ball that heals for 4 (No. 4 on the stack) health. Lens-Maker's Common Your Attacks have a 10% (10% per stack) chance of a critical hit with a double impact. Paul's Goat Hoof Common increases the speed by
14% (14% per stack). Bustling Mushroom Common After standing still for 2 seconds, create an area that heals for 4.5% (2.25% per stack) of your health every second for all allies within 3m (1.5m per stack). Crowbar Common Deal 150% (30% per stack) damage to enemies above 90% health. Tri-Tip Dagger Shared
15% (15% per stack) chance to bleed an opponent for 240% base damage. Warbanner Common level up the drop banner that strengthens all allies within 16m (8m per stack). Raise the speed of attack and movement by 30%. Cautious Slug Common increases passive health regeneration by 250% (150% per stack)
during out-of-battle. Personal Shield Generator Common Get 25 (25 POUNDS per stack) health shield. Recharged is out of danger. Medkit Common Heal for 10 (10 euros per stack) of health 1.1 seconds after injury. Gasoline Total Enemy Murder ignites all enemies within 12 m (4 m per stack). Enemies burn 150% (75%
per stack) of basic damage. Stun Grenade Common 5% (5% per stack) chance to kick to stun enemies within 2 seconds. The Fireworks Complex Common Breast Opening launches 8 (4 euros per stack) fireworks that cause 300% basic damage. Common Sprint's energy drink speed improves by 30% (20% per stack).
Back up the Common Log Add No.1 (No.1 per stack) charge of your secondary skill. Sticky Bomb Shared a 5% (2.5% per stack) chance of hitting to attach a bomb to the enemy, detonating for 250% damage (125% per stack). The Rusty Key Common Hidden Cache containing the item will appear at random at each
stage. (Increases the rarity of an item per stack). Armored rounds Of Common Deals an additional 20% damage (10% per stack) for bosses. AtG Rocket Mk. 1 Unusual 10% chance to shoot a rocket that inflicts 300% (300% per stack) damage. Will-o'the-wisp Uncommon On Killing the Enemy, spawn a lava pillar in a
12m (2.4m per stack) radius for a 350% (280% per stack) base damage. Hopo Pero Uncommon Gain No 1 (No. 1 per stack) maximum number of jumps. Ukulele Uncommon 25% chance of a chain lightning fire for 80% damage to 3 (2 euros per stack) of targets within 20m (2m per stack) Leeching Seeds Uncommon
Dealing damage heals you for 1 (1 per stack) health. Predatory instincts Unusual critical strikes increase the speed of attack by 10%. The maximum cap is 30% (30% per stack) attack rate. It also increases the critical chance of a strike by 5%. Red Whip Uncommon Leaving combat increases the speed of movement by
30% (30% per stack). Old War Stealthkit An unusual chance at taking damage to get 40% motion speed and invisibility for 3s (1.5s per stack). Chance increases damage that you take. Scyth Harvester Unusual Get 5% Critical Chance. Critical blows heal for health 8 (4 euros per stack). Stack). Uncommon Cell Hold an
extra equipment fee (1 euro per stack). Reduce equipment cooling by 15% (15% per stack). The Infusion uncommon Killing a enemy constantly increases your health by 1, to a maximum of 100 (100 euros per stack) of health. Bandolier Uncommon has an 18% (10% per stack) chance of killing to give up the ammunition
package that drops all cooldowns. Berzerker's Pauldron Killing 3 enemies in 1 second sends you into a frenzy for 6s (4s per stack). Increases the speed of movement by 50% and the speed of attack by 100%. Rose Buckler's Unusual Armor Increase by 30 (30 pounds per stack) during the sprint. Runald's Band
Uncommon has an 8% chance of hitting an opponent with a runic burst of ice, slowing them down by 80% and dealing with 250% damage (125% per stack). Kjaro's Band Uncommon 8% chance to strike an enemy with a spotted tornado flame, dealing 500% damage (250% per stack). Chronobauble Unusual Slow
Enemies on Impact for -60% speed of movement for 1s (1s per stack). Wax quail Unusual jumps during the sprint boosts you forward by 10 m (10 m per stack). Brilliant Hippo Legendary All your attacks explode within a radius of 4 m (1.5 m per stack) for a bonus 60% damage to nearby enemies. The Ceremonial Dagger
Legendary Killing of the Enemy shoots out 3 (3 euros per stack) self-guided daggers that cause 150% damage to the base. Frost Relic Legendary Enemy Murder surrounds you with 3 icicles that cause 3x33% damage. The happiest mask of Legendary Killing Enemies has a 10% chance of spawning the ghost of a slain
enemy with 500% damage. H3AD-5T v2 Legendary Increase jump height lasts 30 years (30th place on the stack). Creates a kinetic explosion with a radius of 10 m when hitting the ground, inflicts 2300% base damage, which scales at speed. Recharge in 10 (-50% per stack) seconds. N'kuhana Opinion Legendary Store
is 100% (100% per stack) healing like soul energy. Once your soul energy reaches 10% of your maximum health, dismiss the skull, which takes 250% of your soul energy as damage. Unstable Tesla Coil Legendary Fire is a lightning bolt that strikes 3 (3 euros per stack) of enemies for 200% base damage every 0.5
seconds. The Tesla coil shuts down every 10 seconds. 57 Leaf Clover Legendary All Random Effects rolled No. 1 (1 per stack) times for a favorable result. Smart Meat Hook Legendary 20% (20% per stack) chance of getting into the fire homing hooks for up to 10 (5 euros per stack) of enemies for 100% damage. Alien
Head Legendary Reduced Cooling Skills by 25% (25% per stack). Soulbound Catalyst Legendary Kills reduces refrigerated equipment by 4s (2 euros per stack). Dio Legendary's best friend After death, this item will be consumed and you will be brought back to life with 3 seconds of invulnerability. Hardlight Afterburner
Legendary Add No. 2 (No.2 per stack) charges your utility skill. 33% cooling skills. Awakening The Legendary Vultures Get the Power of Any Killed Elite Monster for 8s (5s per stack). Brainstalks Legendary After Killing Elite Monster, Enter for 3s (2s per stack) where the skills are not cooling. Rejuvenation Rack
Legendary Healing is 100% (100% on the stack) longer. Titanic Knurl Boss Increase Maximum Health by 40 (40 euros per stack) and health regeneration by 1.6 (1.6 euros per stack) health/seconds. The boss of the Gland queen every 30 seconds calls the Beetle Guard with a bonus of 300% damage and 100% health.
Can have up to 1 (1 euro per stack) guard at a time. The shape of the Glass Lunar Increase the base damage by 100% (100% per stack). Reduce maximum health by 50% (50% per stack). Fragile Crown Lunar is a 30% chance of a hit to get 3 (3 euros per stack) of gold. Lose gold equal to the amount you receive for or
lose % of gold equal to the maximum health you have lost. Chooses the bigger of the two. Transcendence Lunar Transformation of all but 1 health in regenerating shields. Get 50% (25% on a stack) of maximum health. Corpsebloom Lunar Healing is 100% (100% per stack) more. All healing is applied over time. Can heal
a maximum of 10% (a 50% reduction per stack) of your health per second. The gesture of the drowned lunar cooling equipment is 50% (50% per stack). Makes your equipment activate whenever it's turned off. The risk of rain is 2 list equipment And now, let's consider each piece of rain risk 2 equipment in the same way.
As before, you can use the search bar at the top of the table to filter below the table. Icon Title Type Effect Cooldown Disposable Rocket Launcher Equipment Fire swarms of 12 missiles that cause 12x300% damage. 45s Foreign Fruit Equipment Instantly Heal for 50% of your maximum health. 45s Primordial Cube
Equipment Fire is a black hole that draws enemies within 30m in its center. Lasts 10 seconds. 60s Ocular HUD Equipment Get a 100% Critical Chance of Hitting within 8 seconds. 60s Backup Equipment Call 4 Strike Drones to Fight For You. Lasts 25 seconds. 100s Preon Battery Equipment Fires preon tendrils, zapping
enemies within 35m to 600% damage per second. Upon contact, blow up in a huge 20-meter explosion at 4000% damage. 140s Milky Chrysalis Equipment sprout wings and fly for 15 seconds. Increase the speed of movement by 20% over the life of the term. 60s Royal Capacitor Equipment Call Down Lightning Strike
on Target Monster, dealing 3000% damage and stunning nearby monsters. 20s Crowdfunder Equipment fires a continuous boom that inflicts 100% damage in the bullet. It costs $1 per bullet. The cost increases over time. N/A Gnarled Woodsprite Equipment Get a Woodprit follower who heals for 1.5% of your maximum
health/second. Can be sent to an ally to heal them for 10% of their maximum health. Equipment The 15s scanner shows everyone interacting within 500m for 10 seconds. 45s Glowing meteorite Lunar equipment Rain meteors from the sky, damaging all symbols for 600% damage per explosion. Lasts 20 seconds. 140s
Helfire Tincture Lunar Equipment Ignite All Symbols within 9m. Bargain 5% of your maximum health/seconds as burning burning Burn is 0.5 times stronger on the Allies, and 24x stronger on enemies. Lasts for 8s. 45s stuffed mountain lunar equipment ALL the symbols inside slows down by 50% and their armor is
reduced by 20. We can take it back. N/A And that's every item now at risk of rain 2! Hopefully you've appeared with one or two new tricks up your sleeve when it comes to perfecting an item to build for your next run through the risk of rain 2 hellish landscapes and swarms of monstrous faces. Elements.
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